Multiscale inherent fuzzy entropy is an objective measurement of electroencephalography (EEG) complexity, reflecting the habituation of brain systems. Entropy dynamics are generally believed to reflect the ability of the brain to adapt to a visual stimulus environment. In this study, we explored repetitive steady-state visual evoked potential (SSVEP)-based EEG complexity by assessing multiscale inherent fuzzy entropy with relative measurements. We used a wearable EEG device with Oz and Fpz electrodes to collect EEG signals from 40 participants under the following three conditions: a resting state (closed-eyes (CE) and open-eyes (OE) stimulation with five 15-Hz CE SSVEPs and stimulation with five 20-Hz OE SSVEPs. We noted monotonic enhancement of occipital EEG relative complexity with increasing stimulus times in CE and OE conditions. The occipital EEG relative complexity was significantly higher for the fifth SSVEP than for the first SSEVP (FDR-adjusted p < 0.05). Similarly, the prefrontal EEG relative complexity tended to be significantly higher in the OE condition compared to that in the CE condition (FDR-adjusted p < 0.05). The results also indicate that multiscale inherent fuzzy entropy is superior to other competing multiscale-based entropy methods. In conclusion, EEG relative complexity increases with stimulus times, a finding that reflects the strong habituation of brain systems. These results suggest that multiscale inherent fuzzy entropy is an EEG pattern with which brain complexity can be assessed using repetitive SSVEP
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Introduction
A visual stimulus environment has been proposed to be a powerful application by which the activation and sensitization of brain activities can be characterized. The brain visual system is intimately connected with the nervous and endocrine systems by way of the eyes, through which the light receptors of the retinas send electrical messages to the cortical electroencephalography (EEG). The effects of these messages are not only limited to the occipital region but are also seen in the frontal regions [1] . Clinical studies have reported that visual stimuli are effective in inducing relaxation, reducing stress, and relieving insomnia [2, 3] .
In particular, steady-state visual evoked potentials (SSVEPs) are natural responses to visual stimuli at specific frequencies. When the retina is excited by a visual stimulus ranging from 3.5 Hz to 75 Hz, the brain generates electrical activity in the visual cortex [4] . The frequency of this activity is a multiple of or the same as the frequency of the visual stimulus. Previous studies have demonstrated that EEG signals over the visual cortex are natural responses to flickering stimuli between 5 and 27 Hz, with the strongest response at frequencies approximately 15 or 20 Hz [5, 6] , which can be used to develop brain-computer interface applications [7, 8] . Based on the behavioral characteristics of brain electrical activity, a response decrement resulting from repeated visual stimulation is defined as habituation, suggesting robustness of the brain system [9, 10] . Habituation is generally acknowledged to be characterized by reductions in negative amplitudes in response to repetitive visual evoked potentials [11] . Thus, habituation is generally considered a useful index for investigating neuronal substrates of behavior, mechanisms of learning processes, and treatments of information in the central nervous system [12] .
However, the habituation index is generally acknowledged as a linear (amplitude) description of brain dynamics and is thus less likely to provide information about nonlinear (complex) brain dynamics. Recent improvements in the understanding of brain dynamics are attributable to entropy analysis approaches, which assess how complexity provides information about a wide range of physiological systems [13] . Entropy is generally an objective measure of how the complexity of physiological signals represents the robustness of brain systems [14] . Different entropy analysis approaches, such as approximate entropy [15] , dispersion entropy [16] , original and refined sample entropy [17, 18] , and original and refined fuzzy entropy [19, 20] were developed to measure physiological signals.
An integrated brain system is often multiscaled and interacts with faster and slower processes, depending on the scale at which it examines the bio-signal. Early entropy measures do not take into account the multiple time scales in physical systems which quantify the irregularity of a signal. In the 2000s, the multiscale entropy approach was proposed to represent the complexity of a signal [21] . Multiscale entropy relies on the computation of the sample entropy and coarse-grained time series that represent the system dynamics on different scales. In 2009, Valencia et al. [16] proposed refined multiscale entropy to remove the fast temporal scales and used a coarse graining that prevents influence of the reduced variance on the complexity evaluation. Since vector similarity is defined by the hard and sensitive boundary of the Heaviside function in approximate entropy and sample entropy, recent studies have proposed fuzzy entropy and its multiscale version to measure the matching degree of two vectors by using the fuzzy membership function to reduce the sensitivity [19, 20] .
Since EEG is composed of nonlinear signals, intrinsic modes extracted from empirical mode decomposition can benefit by eliminating noise/trends in EEG signals, which can improve EEG complexity evaluation. Previous multiscale-based entropy methods did not take into account the inherent measurement, so we recently developed a multiscale inherent fuzzy entropy algorithm [22] that has the robustness to operate noise and nonlinearity signals and is capable of operating EEG signals across a range of temporal (time) scales.
A growing body of literature has reported that visual stimulation attenuates symptoms of physical and mental discomfort [3] and brain dysfunction. For example, visual stimuli have been reported to attenuate migraine disorder [23] and Alzheimer's disease [13] , as they lead to decreases in entropy in affected individuals compared to that in healthy individuals. As humans decrease or cease responses to a stimulus after repeated presentations [24] , our hypothesis is that the brain system demonstrates stronger robustness during repetitive stimulation, a phenomenon accompanied by increases in EEG complexity.
In the past few years, some studies have investigated SSVEP stimuli changes of EEG power spectra and explored EEG multiscalebased entropy methods in the resting state condition. However, to the best of our knowledge, no studies have investigated brain complexity in a visual stimulus environment. In our study, we combined the two separated perspectives (SSVEP stimuli and multiscalebased entropy methods) and then proposed a relative multiscale inherent fuzzy entropy approach with SSVEP stimuli that is considered as a new study to contribute neuroengineering, neuroscience and clinical applications. More specifically, we designed a visual stimulus experiment using repetitive SSVEPs to investigate multiscale inherent fuzzy entropy with relative measurements and then assessed the effects of SSVEP stimuli on EEG complexity in open-eyes (OE) and closedeyes (CE) conditions. Our study may provide an EEG pattern with which complex brain dynamics can be measured in a visual stimulus environment.
Materials and Methods

Wearable EEG
EEG signals were recorded at a sampling rate of 500 Hz by a "Mindo" EEG device (Brain Rhythm Inc., Zhubei District, Hsinchu, Taiwan), which is a wearable EEG device with dry sensors [25] . Each dry-contact electrode was designed to include a probe head, plunger, spring, and barrel. The probes were inserted into a flexible substrate via an established injection molding procedure using a one-time forming process. These dry electrodes are more convenient for measuring EEG signals than conventional wet electrodes and are preferred because they avoid conductive gel use and skin preparation procedures while achieving a signal quality comparable to that of wet electrodes. In this study, two dry-contact electrodes (Fpz and Oz) were placed according to the extended International 10-20 system, and two extra channels (A1 and A2) were used as reference channels.
Experimental Paradigm
The EEG experiment was performed in a static and lightless room at National Chiao Tung University, Taiwan. To avoid light source interference, we turned the fluorescent lamps off during the experimental procedure. The display was placed approximately 20 cm in front of the participants' eyes, and the repetitive visual stimulus was presented on the screen in the form of alternating graphical patterns.
As shown in Fig. 1 , this experiment consisted of the following three sessions: a resting (CE and OE) session, a CE visual stimulus session and an OE visual stimulus session. The resting session comprised three epochs each in which the eyes were open and closed for 1 min. To test the effects of a strong SSVEP ranging from 13-25 Hz [26] , we administered 5-10-s 15-Hz SSVEPs at 10-s intervals during the CE visual stimulus session. After a 2-min rest period, we completed the OE visual stimulus session, which consisted of 5-10-s 20-Hz SSVEPs administered at 10-s intervals. Of note, we chose different flicker frequencies between the CE and OE sessions to assess the strong effects of SSVEP stimuli. 
Participants
Forty participants, including 15 males and 25 females aged 28.1 ± 7.2 years, were enrolled in the study. These participants were students and staff from National Chiao Tung University who did not have prior personal or family histories of disease. All participants included in the study had normal or correctedto-normal vision and no visual impairments. Furthermore, each participant confirmed that he or she had no history of adverse reactions to flashing lights. The Institutional Review Board of National Chiao Tung University approved the study. Informed consent was obtained from all subjects before they entered the study.
EEG Preprocessing
The original EEG was reviewed by experienced EEG specialists. EEG activity was sampled at 500 Hz, which served as the recording sampling rate. The raw EEG signals were down-sampled to 250 Hz and then filtered through 1-Hz high-pass and 30-Hz low-pass finite impulse-response filters. Segments contaminated with nonphysiological artifacts, including movement artifacts, electrode pops, sweating artifacts, and 60-Hz noises, were marked and discarded. Furthermore, the filtered EEG signals were inspected again using the automatic continuous rejection function to remove noisy signals. The EEG signals for the resting and SSVEP trials were extracted from the Oz and Fpz electrodes, respectively. Finally, the epoch EEG data were estimated by the multiscale inherent fuzzy entropy algorithm. All EEG data were analyzed by the EEGLAB (http://sccn.ucsd.edu/eeglab/) with Matlab Software (Mathworks, Inc.), which is an open-source toolbox for electrophysiological signal processing.
EEG Complexity: Multiscale Inherent Fuzzy Entropy with Relative Measurements
EEG complexity is estimated by the multiscale inherent fuzzy entropy algorithm [22] with relative measurements, which is divided into the following four parts: 2.5.1, an empirical mode decomposition (EMD) technique for the detrending process; 2.5.2, a multiscale procedure; 2.5.3, the FuzzyEn algorithm for irregularity evaluation; and 2.5.4, relative complexity (RC) estimation by differences in the multiscale inherent fuzzy entropy between the baseline and stimulus sessions. These four parts are described in Fig.  2 and the following subsections.
2.5.1 EMD technique for the de-trending process ( Fig. 2-A) EMD is an adaptive time-frequency data analysis method [27] . EMD has proven to be quite versatile in a broad range of applications for extracting signals from data generated in noisy and nonlinear processes. EMD performs operations that partition a series into intrinsic mode functions (IMFs) without leaving the time domain.
We applied the EMD technique to decompose the preprocessed signal !(#) into several IMFs and reconstructed the signal ! %(#).
In the initial step, extrema of the signal '(#) are found, corresponding to ( )*+*), and ( ),-*), . Then, the regions between ( )*+*), and ( ),-*), are interpolated, yielding an envelope with /0 123 (#) and /0 ),-(#).
First, we compute the mean:
Second, we extract the candidate of inherent functions: (3) Next, we solve # = # + 1 and treat @/'(# + 1) as input data. Otherwise, we treat >?(# + 1) as input data. Iterations are performed on the residual @/'(#) and continued until the final residue @ satisfies the stopping criterion.
Finally, the components of the IMFs with surviving high trends are automatically removed by a trend filter. The signal '(#) is reconstructed by the cumulative sum of the remaining IMFs
The parameter H is the order number of the components from the IMFs, and parameters I and ? are the upper and lower boundaries of the selected components, respectively. In our analysis, the parameters I and ? were chosen as 10 and 5, respectively. Fig. 2-B) The multiscale procedure involves coarse graining the signals into different time scales. For a given time series, multiple coarse-grained time series are constructed by averaging the data points within nonoverlapping windows of increasing length, and the J element of the coarse-grained time series K L (M) is calculated according to the following equation:
Multiscale procedure (
(5) where τ represents the scale factor and 1 ≤ R ≤ S/J. The length of each coarse-grained time series is S/J. For scale 1, the coarse-grained time series is simply the original time series. The appropriate scales (e.g., J =10) must be chosen before the FuzzyEn algorithm is calculated. In our analysis, we choose the J range from 1 to 20.
2.5.3 Fuzzy entropy algorithm for irregularity evaluation (Fig. 2-C) The initial step is to normalize the EEG signal using the Z-score measurement. The EEG signal K(#) subtracts the mean prior to dividing by the standard deviation (SD). The normalized EEG signal is marked as K %(#).
First, considering the S sample time series {K %(H): 1 ≤ H ≤ S}, given m, n, and r, a vector set sequence {X 2 1 , H = 1, … , S − Z + 1} is calculated, and the baseline is removed:
Second, given a vector X 2 1 , the similarity degree `2 L 1 between X 2 1 and X L 1 is defined by the fuzzy membership function:
where the fuzzy membership function a_ is an exponential function and c 2L 1 is the maximum absolute difference between the corresponding scalar components of X 2 1 and X p 1 .
Then, the function q 1 is constructed. Similarly, for Z + 1 , the above steps are repeated and denoted q 1OD (0, @).
Neurocomputing Finally, the /0#@teK (Z, 0, @, S) parameter of the sequence {! %(H): 1 ≤ H ≤ S} is defined as the negative natural logarithm of the deviation of q 1 from q 1OD : /0#@teK(Z, 0, @, S) = ln q 1 (0, @) − ln q 1OD (0, @) (9) For the parameter choices of fuzzy entropy, the first parameter Z is the length of the sequences to be compared, such as in approximate entropy and sample entropy. The other two parameters, @ and 0, determine the width and the gradient of the boundary of the fuzzy membership function, respectively. The last parameter, S , represents a sample time series of EEG signals. In our analysis, we set the parameters as Z = 2, @ = 0.15 × z`, ?nd 0 = 2.
Relative complexity (Fig. 2-D)
To minimize individual differences, we introduced relative measurements of EEG multiscale inherent fuzzy entropy to assess RC. First, the inherent fuzzy entropy at baseline (resting) and during stimulus sessions is calculated. The two sessions are simplified to > G7|}~23} and > ÄÅÇ , respectively. Next, we calculated the variation in the multiscale inherent fuzzy entropy between the baseline (resting) condition and the stimulus condition during which SSVEPs were induced in five stimulus trials. This function is termed the inherent fuzzy entropy with relative measurements, which is expressed as: 
Statistical Analysis
First, we applied the KolmogorovSmirnov test (K-S test) to assess the normality of samples (entropy variables). To determine the independence of the different entropy variables in repetitive visual stimulation, we performed the paired t-test for each entropy scale to compare EEG complexity between the different conditions (CE vs. OE). Furthermore, one-way ANOVA followed by Tukey's posthoc test was used to test pairwise comparisons pertaining to the five SSVEP stimuli (first SSVEP vs. fifth SSVEP). The false discovery rate (FDR) correction was used to control for multiple comparisons. All statistical tests were two-tailed, and statistical significance was set at p < 0.05.
Results
The EEG RC, which was assessed with multiscale inherent fuzzy entropy with relative measurements over different time scales ranging from 1 to 20 in CE and OE conditions using Oz and Fpz electrodes, is shown in Figs.  3 and 4 . Regarding the effects of repetitive SSVEP stimuli, we noted monotonic enhancement of occipital RC with increasing stimulus times in CE and OE conditions. We also noted that prefrontal RC tended to increase in the OE condition. Additionally, we compared the difference between entropy variables and a standard normal distribution, and the results showed that h was 0, which indicates that the K-S test failed to reject the null hypothesis at the default 5% significance level.
Occipital EEG RC
Occipital RC, which was measured with multiscale inherent fuzzy entropy over different time scales ranging from 1 to 20 in CE and OE conditions, is shown in Fig. 3 . As shown in Fig. 3 -A, occipital RC was monotonically enhanced with increasing stimulus times in both conditions, and the RC value increased with the increasing time scale in the two conditions. The paired t-tests revealed that the EEG RC in the OE condition was significantly higher than that in the CE condition in most time scales (p < 0.05).
As shown in Fig. 3 -B, Tukey's post-hoc test revealed that EEG RC increased significantly during the fifth SSVEP stimulus compared to that during the first SSVEP stimulus in most time scales in the CE condition (FDR-adjusted p < 0.05). Similarly, the EEG RC also tended to significantly increase from the first to the fifth SSVEP stimulus in most time scales in the OE condition (FDR-adjusted p < 0.05). 
Prefrontal EEG Complexity
The prefrontal RC, which was measured with multiscale inherent fuzzy entropy over different time scales ranging from 1 to 20 in CE and OE conditions, is shown in Fig. 4 . As shown in Fig. 4 -A, monotonic enhancements of prefrontal RC occurred with increasing stimulus times only in the OE condition, but the RC values increased with the increasing time scale in both conditions. The EEG RC of the OE condition was significantly lower than that of the CE condition in certain time scales during the first three SSVEP stimuli (p < 0.05).
There was no significant difference in the EEG RC between the first and fifth SSVEP stimuli in the CE condition (Fig. 4-B) . The EEG RC of the fifth SSVEP stimulus was significantly higher than that of the first SSVEP stimulus in most time scales in the OE condition (FDR-adjusted p < 0.05; Fig. 4-C) . Fig. 4 -A denotes that the EEG RC differed significantly between the CE and OE conditions (p < 0.05). The black asterisk in Fig. 4 -C denotes that the EEG RC was significantly increased during the fifth stimulus compared to that during the first stimulus (FDR-adjusted p < 0.05).
Performance of Competing MultiscaleBased Entropy Methods
In this section, we used the same EEG processing steps but estimated entropy using the competing entropy algorithms. We selected six competing multiscale-based entropy methods for accessing EEG RC, which included multiscale dispersion entropy, multiscale approximate entropy, multiscale sample entropy, multiscale fuzzy entropy, refined multiscale sample entropy, and refined multiscale fuzzy entropy. The parameter values of the competing multiscale-based entropy methods were the same as those of the relative multiscale inherent fuzzy entropy method. In Fig. 5 , we could not distinguish occipital EEG entropy between the first and fifth stimuli sessions using competing multiscale-based entropy methods. Similarly, there was no significant difference in frontal EEG entropy between the first and fifth stimuli sessions (Fig.  6 ). These findings may indicate that the relative multiscale inherent fuzzy entropy algorithm is superior to the other competing multiscale- Figure 5 The trends of the EEG RC in the occipital area. Comparison of the EEG RC between the first and fifth stimuli over time scales from 1 to 20 in the CE or OE condition. Of note, the cyan and red traces represent the mean ± SD of the EEG RC in the first and fifth stimuli session, respectively. The purple trace represents the overlap area of the SD of the EEG RC between the first and fifth stimuli session. based entropy methods for the application of SSVEP-based experiments.
Discussion
Despite progress in visual stimulus research in recent years, extracting complex brain dynamics that can be used to determine the habituation of brain systems remains challenging. Our study made a discovery by investigating the changes in EEG complexity elicited by SSVEP stimuli by applying a multiscale inherent fuzzy entropy algorithm in CE and OE conditions. We found that occipital and prefrontal EEG complexity increased with increasing stimulus times in the OE condition. However, only occipital EEG complexity increased in the CE condition. Additionally, changes in occipital EEG complexity resulted in higher entropy values in the OE condition than in the CE condition.
Systemic analyses indicate that entropy dynamics reflect the nonlinear complex characteristics of the brain rather than the linear characteristics that allow it to adapt to constantly changing stimulus situations [28] . The associated multiscale entropy methods, which can be used to quantify brain complexity to express the robustness of brain systems, are crucial for quantifying the critical characteristics of nonlinear neuro-dynamics [29] . Diseased systems usually show lower entropy values than do healthy systems [13, 23] . Additionally, as neurons function on a millisecond time scale, biological systems functioning on different time scales that may exhibit different behaviors (e.g., nonstationarity, nonlinearity, and sensitivity) must be investigated. This approach, which is known as multiscale entropy, is currently widely used to study the full spectrum of timedependent variations in the complexity of physiological systems.
Several studies have suggested that photic driving responses (e.g., SSVEPs) have a more diffuse character on cortical EEG and are thus not limited to the visual cortex. Rather, these responses are associated with the activation of a distributed network of cortical regions, including the lateral prefrontal cortex and the hippocampal formation [1] . Our study revealed that EEG complexity over the occipital and prefrontal regions, as measured using multiscale inherent fuzzy entropy, was altered by repetitive visual stimuli in CE and OE conditions. These monotonous alterations in EEG complexity were identified by the Oz and Fpz electrodes. Our results show that EEG complexity was enhanced in the occipital and prefrontal areas after repetitive visual stimulation, a result consistent with those of a previous study showing that EEG entropy displayed an increasing trend in response to long-term audio-visual stimulation [30] . Importantly, decreased complexity may represent reduced robustness of the brain system, while elevated complexity is strongly correlated with stable and accurate behavioral performance [31] . Our finding that EEG complexity increases with increasing stimulus times may reflect a strong ability to tolerate perturbations, which may be related to the functional or structural modification of brain systems.
On the other hand, humans learn to stop responding to a stimulus that is no longer biologically relevant [9, 10] . For example, humans may habituate to repeated visual stimulus when they learn that these stimuli have no effects. This habituation performance is a form of adaptive behavior, which is beneficial to reflecting the robustness of brain systems. Our finding that EEG complexity was enhanced upon repetitive SSVEPs might be another expression pattern of habituation.
We also observed that these complexity changes were not equivalent between the CE and OE conditions. Both conditions were characterized by increases in occipital complexity with increasing stimulus times, and the OE condition showed greater complexity than did the CE condition. However, the above trend was not easily discernable in the prefrontal area. It is possible that the activation and sensitivity of cortices involved in various electrophysiological properties, e.g., power spectra [32] and regional connectivity [33] , vary; however, this idea is not completely understood. Additionally, a benefit of the CE condition SSVEP brain-computer interface is that it allows users to express intentions without needing to open their eyes, which is beneficial for some groups of patients, e.g., individuals with impaired oculomotor function [34] . Another benefit of the CE condition SSVEP experiment is that it minimizes the negative influence of migraine on patients, as these patients are sensitive to light, and migraine attacks can be triggered or worsened by light stimulation [35] .
Due to the broad availability and costeffectiveness of EEG, this method has been considered a noninvasive means of assessing dynamic changes in brain electrical activity. The rapid development of dry sensors and wearable devices [25, 36, 37] has led to a reduction in the preparatory work required for long-term monitoring. Moreover, the headband design with two electrodes (Oz and Fpz) is convenient for long-term monitoring and daily use [25, 36, 37] . Taking into consideration artifacts removal methods and high-frequency oscillations [38, 39] , it is possible to implement EEG-based models in laboratories and realworld settings. Thus, the complexity characteristics of easily assessed brain regions, the wearable EEG solution, and the multiscale inherent fuzzy entropy algorithm make occipital and prefrontal EEG complexity an obtainable signature of brain-computer interface systems used for pattern recognition.
Some limitations of our study need to be considered. First, most of our participants were female university students. Thus, the results of this study may have been affected by gender bias. Moreover, as stated above, the study did not include middle-aged or elderly participants. Second, the placement of the EEG electrodes (Oz and Fpz sites) was limited by the design of the headband. Previous studies have demonstrated that the occipital and prefrontal regions respond to visual stimuli, but further studies using equipment with multiple channels will be helpful for investigating brain complexity in other brain regions. Third, the current study focused on a single flicker frequency, so a larger study covering multiple flicker frequencies is recommended to obtain a comprehensive, full-spectrum understanding of changes in brain complexity in a visual stimulus environment.
Conclusions
This large-scale study collected EEG signals to investigate changes in brain complexity elicited by repetitive SSVEP stimuli using the multiscale inherent fuzzy entropy algorithm with relative measurements. Entropy is a measurement of complex brain dynamics in multiple time scales in a visual stimulus environment. Our results highlighted the feasibility of using multiscale inherent fuzzy entropy measurements to compare EEG complexity between different conditions and stimulus sessions. Our findings showed that occipital and frontal EEG RC increases with increasing visual stimulus times in the OE condition, yet this trend was only observed in the occipital area in the CE condition. Furthermore, the performance of the multiscale inherent fuzzy entropy algorithm was superior to that of competing multiscale-based entropy methods in the repetitive visual task. The findings also showed that RC in the brain provides insight regarding the robustness of brain systems. Wearable EEG devices are a promising tool enabling EEG-based braincomputer interface systems to recognize the effects of repetitive SSVEPs on EEG complexity.
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